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How could any clinician send someone - their patient - back into an environment that they know will be detrimental to their mental health and well-being? - ‘Against Our Oath’ A Film about Ethics by Heather Kirkpatrick #ACEMvolunteers #ACEM19
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Rob Mitchell @robdmitchell · Nov 18
Replying to @acemonline
They shouldn’t. That’s why Medivac legislation is so essential.

Jenny Jamieson @drjennyjam

A sobering screening of “Against Our Oath” at #ACEM19. @Turtle1doc now taking the stage to talk about how over 60 FACEMs have been involved in the Medical Evacuation Response Group.
Powerful quote to complete the screening of ‘Against Our Oath’ – A Film about Ethics by Heather Kirkpatrick
#ACEM19 #ACEMvolunteers

"Always recognise that human individuals are ends, and do not use them as means to your end”

Immanuel Kant
German philosopher
1724 - 1804
Heather Kirkpatrick, Against Our Oath filmmaker, in discussion with @Turtle1doc #ACEM19

Amy Coopes @coopesdetat · Nov 18
Replying to @coopesdetat
Some really difficult questions in this session. Is it worse to have no doctor, or a doctor who is compromised? Most clinicians who go with the very best intentions end up profoundly damaged #ACEM19

Amy Coopes @coopesdetat · Nov 18
Replying to @coopesdetat
We need to build a very powerful regional coalition to support the Pacific Island clinicians who have to treat these people often in very difficult conditions and with very little resources. And there is still work that needs to be completed under the Medevac legislation #ACEM19